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Comment
Overall we found the study authoritative, balanced and a good summary of the
opportunities and challenges posed by use of digital sequence information in the context
of the CBD. The following comments reflect Wellcome’s perspective and experience as a
funder of health research and development.
Section 3- This section could reference how important the use of DSI is to the
surveillance of emerging public health threats, such as antimicrobial resistance and
infectious diseases. Currently the only health example mentioned is healthcare biotech,
which presents a product focused view of healthcare R&D. This could be broadened out.
7.2.3- This section should mention the importance of DSI to disease surveillance and
preparedness efforts, in addition to responding to health emergencies.
“Clearly in cases of virus and pathogen data, biosecurity concerns would dictate the need
to not only identify contributors and users, but to track use, with the added benefit of
allowing researchers to acknowledge and potentially collaborate with genetic sequence
data providers.”
This comment does not recognise the technological developments that have changed how
pathogen genome data is sequenced, shared and used, which is noted elsewhere in the
study. As a result of these changes, pathogen sequences are not subject to the restrictions
and controls that were in place years ago, for example, on synthesising pathogens in
laboratories. Further, many existing public access databases do contain pathogen
sequences (for example for Ebola, herpes, plague) which are routinely shared alongside
journal publication. The above statement should be altered to reflect that for certain
pathogens you may want to identify contributors and users and track use, as GISAID
does, but this shouldn’t be mandated in all cases. If it was, it would impact the timely
sharing of pathogen DSI for epidemic risk assessment, or for the development of
diagnostics, vaccines and pharmaceuticals.
Please submit your comments to secretariat@cbd.int or by fax at +1 514 288 6588.

